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Consider the following chasing game in R among b particles whose trajectories
are governed by the following differential equations: For i # S=[1, 2, ..., b],
F i$ (t)= :
j{i
qij (t)(Fj (t)&Fi (t)),
where Fi (t) is the position at time t of the particle i and qij (t), which measures the
instantaneous rate that particle i is attracted toward particle j, is given by qij (t)=
pij*(t)U(i, j) for j{i. The rate function *(t) is positive with limt   *(t)=0, U(i, j) #
[0, ] is the ‘‘cost’’ function indicating the level of difficulty from i to j and the
nonnegative numbers pij for i{ j reflect the neighborhood structure of the particles.
Particles are attracted to one another but such attraction becomes weaker as time
goes on. A sufficient condition on *(t) is given for all Fi (t) converging to a common
finite limit.  1998 Academic Press
Key Words: linear differential systems; asymptotic behavior; cycle method.
1. INTRODUCTION
Consider the following chasing game in R among b particles whose
trajectories are governed by the following differential equations: For
i # S=[1, 2, ..., b],
F i$ (t)= :
j{i
qij (t)(Fj (t)&Fi (t)) (1.1)
where Fi (t) is the position at time t of the particle i and qij (t), which
measures the instantaneous rate that particle i is attracted toward particle
j, is given by
qij (t)= pij *(t)U(i, j) for j{i. (1.2)
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Here *(t)>0 is a rate function with limt   *(t)=0, U(i, j) # [0, ] is
the ‘‘cost’’ function indicating the level of difficulty from i to j and the
nonnegative number pij for i{ j reflect the neighborhood structure of the
particles. More precisely, pij>0 iff j # N(i), the neighborhood of i. In case
U(i, j)= we set qij (t)=0. This is consistent with (1.2), because we are
concerned with the asymptotic behavior of the differential Eq. (1.1) and
*(t)<1 for t large due to limt   *(t)=0. For the same reason we had
better set pij=0 in this case. The converse is true. Without loss of
generality we will always assume
pij=0 iff U(i, j)=. Or equivalently, j # N(i) iff U(i, j)<.
Note that U(i, i) and pii are undefined in (1.2). For convenience, we let
U(i, i)=0 and pii=& :
j{i
pij for i # S.
Throughout the paper we assume
matrix P=( pij)b_b is irreducible. (1.3)
That is for any different i0 , j0 # S, there is a chain i0 , i1 , i2 , ..., ik= j0 from
i0 to j0 such that pi, j>0 (or equivalently U(i, j)<) for every successive
link (i, j) in the chain. In other words S is a connected set in the direct
graph of the matrix P. In terms of U the assumption (1.3) is equivalent to
requiring any two states in S can be reached from each other at a finite
‘‘cost’’. For greater clarity (1.3) is often expressed in the sequel as
U is an irreducible cost function on S. (1.3$)
Introducing the column vector F
(
(t)=(Fi (t); i # S)T and letting qii (t)=
&j{i qij (t), we can rewrite (1.1) in matrix form as
F
(
$(t)=Q(t) } F
(
(t), where Q(t)=(qij (t))b_b . (1.4)
Since qij (t)0, it is obvious that particles will be attracted toward one
another. In view of limt   *(t)=0, such attraction becomes weaker as
time goes on. The main purpose of this paper is to characterize, in terms
of *(t), when
all Fi (t) converge as t   to a common finite limit. (1.5)
Let us first examine some examples.
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Example 1.1. U(i, j)=m< for all j # N(i). That is Q(t)=*m(t) } P. It
is clear that F
(
(t)=[exp(P t0 *
m(s) ds)] F
(
(0). Since pii=&j{i pij by
definition, 0 is an eigenvalue of P with its right eigenvector consisting of all
ones. The PerronFrobenius Theorem [9] and (1.3) imply 0 is simple and
the real part of any other eigenvalue is negative. By using the Jordan form
we can show that (1.5) holds iff  *m(t) dt=. In fact the common limit
is v( } F
(
(0)=bi=1 vi Fi (0), where v
( is the positive unit left eigenvector
associated with eigenvalue 0. The existence of such v( is guaranteed by the
PerronFrobenius Theorem.
Example 1.2. S=[1, 2]. Assumption (1.3) implies both p12 and p21 are
positive. It is easy to get
[F2(t)&F1(t)]$=F $2(t)&F $1(t)
=&( p12*(t)U(1, 2)+ p21 *(t)U(2, 1))[F2(t)&F1(t)].
For simplicity we assume U(1, 2)<U(2, 1). A simple integration shows
that (1.5) holds for arbitrary F1(0) and F2(0) iff  *(t)U(1, 2) dt=.
Example 1.1 indicates that in general (1.5) should hold under some
suitable conditions on *(t). Example 1.2 deals with the case of two
particles. But the proof is too special to be generalized even to the case of
three particles. Some new methods are obviously needed.
Our approach is based on the cycle method initiated by Freidlin and
Wentzell [3, 11]. We need to introduce some definitions and notations.
For the convenience of discussion, we assume all the cost functions integer-
valued. It should be clear from the discussion that this is only for technical
reasons.
We start from an arbitrary finite set S and a cost function U on S . For
any two states i, j # S , we say that i- j (relative to U ) if there is a minimum
cost path from i to j. That is there exist i0=i, i1 , ..., im= j such that
U (iv , iv+1)= min
iv{z # S
U (iv , z) for each v,
and i- j at level k if, in addition, U (iv , iv+1)k for each v. A state i is
called minimal at level k if j-i at level k whenever i- j at level k. Two
different states i, j # S are said to be equivalent at level k (irk j) if (i) i is
minimal at level k and (ii) i- j and j-i both at level k. We always assume
irk i. An equivalent class of S under the equivalence relation ‘‘rk ’’ is
called a kth-order cycle of S (relative to U ), and a nontrivial kth-order
cycle of S if it has more than one element.
Now we apply the concept above to our objects S=[1, 2, ..., b] and U
given in (1.2). We can successively define (Sn, Un, Vn), n=0, 1, 2, ..., as
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follows. Let (S0, U 0, V0)=(S, U, V ) where V(i)=mini{ j # S U(i, j) for
i # S. Having defined (Sn&1, Un&1, V n&1), let S n=[(n&1)th-order cycles
of S n&1 (relative to U n&1)] and for any Cn and C n in Sn, we shall define
Un(Cn, C n) and Vn(Cn) in (1.6) below. Let Cn=[C n&1i : C
n&1
i # C
n] and
C n=[C n&1j : C
n&1
j # C
n]. First denote the depth and root of Cn by
dn&1(Cn)=max
i
Vn&1(C n&1i )
and
R(Cn)=[C n&1i # C
n : Vn&1(C n&1i )=dn&1(C
n)].
Then we define
Un(C n, C n)=dn&1(Cn)+min
i, j
[Un&1(C n&1i , C
n&1
j )&V
n&1(C n&1i )],
(1.6)
Vn(Cn)= min
Cn{C n # Sn
Un(Cn, C n).
For a nontrivial cycle Cn # Sn, let
1(Cn)=second largest number in [Vn&1(C n&1i ) : C
n&1
i # C
n]. (1.7)
Note that 1(Cn)=dn&1(Cn) if |R(Cn)|2. Otherwise, 1(Cn)<dn&1(Cn).
Also, Un(Cn, Cn)=0 and U n is an irreducible cost function on S n by the
assumption (1.3$) on U. In the sequel, the symbol Cn or C n will always
denote an element in Sn.
Since U is an irreducible cost function on S, there exists a smallest num-
ber N such that [CN : CN # SN] forms a single Nth-order cycle under U N,
that is,
|SN+1|=1 but |S N|2.
For each i # S, there exist uniquely Cn # S n, 0nN+1, such that
i=C 0 # C 1 # C2 # } } } # CN+1. (1.8)
The height of a state i # S is given by
h(i)= :
N
n=0
(dn(Cn+1)&Vn(Cn)). (1.9)
Note that
dn(Cn+1)&Vn(C n)={0n&V n(Cn)
if Cn+1=[Cn] is trivial,
if Cn+1 is nontrivial,
(1.10)
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and represents the height of Cn relative to R(C n+1). In particular,
dn(Cn+1)&Vn(C n)=0 if Cn # R(Cn+1). Define
S

=[i # S : h(i)=0] and 1=max 1(C ), (1.11)
where the maximum is over all nontrivial cycles. Their meanings will be
given later. In Example 1.1 S

=S and 1=m. In Example 1.2 S

=[2] and
1=U(1, 2). Two more examples can be found in Section 6.
The construction of (S n, Un) above is systematic but awkward. Many
cycles in the chain representation (1.8) for i # S could be trivial. If
Ck+1=[Ck] is trivial and C k+1 # Sk+1, it is clear from (1.6) that
Uk+1(Ck+1, C k+1)= min
C k # C k+1
Uk(C k, C k). (1.12)
In particular Uk+1(C k+1, C k+1)=Uk(Ck, C k) if C k+1=[C k] is trivial,
too. In fact all the superscripts in Cn, Un and Vn are superfluous.
First, define the offsprings and direct offsprings of a q th-order cycle
Cq+1 # S q+1 by
Os(Cq+1)=[i # S : _Cm # S m such that i=C0 # C1 # } } } # Cq+1] (1.13)
and
Ds(Cq+1)=[Cq # Sq : C q # Cq+1]. (1.14)
Note that |Ds(Cq+1)|=1 iff C q+1 is a trivial cycle.
The formation of a nontrivial cycle Ck # S k has nothing to do with any
j  Os(C k). Let Uj be the restriction of U on T=Os(Ck) _ [ j]. Then both
Ck and [ j] appear in (T k, U kj ). If we define
U(Ck, j)=U kj (C
k, [ j]) for j  Os(Ck)
and then define
U(Ck, C m)= min
j # Os(Cm)
U(C k, j) (1.15)
for any Cm # Sm with Os(C m) & Os(Ck)=,, it is easy to see
Uk(C k, C k)=U(C k, C k) for Ck{C k # Sk.
Furthermore, it is clear from (1.12) that
U(Cj, Cm)=U(C k, C m) for k< jn, (1.16)
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if Ck # C k+1 # } } } # Cn and all Cj, k< jn, are trivial. A trivial cycle plays
clearly a nominal role. It can be identified with the nontrivial cycle having
the same offsprings. By (1.15) and (1.16) U(C, C ) is well-defined for any
cycles C and C with Os(C ) & Os(C )=,.
Finally, we come to the positive rate function *(t) introduced in (1.2).
Besides being continuously differentiable, we need for technical reasons to
impose on *(t) some regularity conditions:
both *(t) and *$(t)(*(t)E+1) are o(1) as t  , (1.17; E )
where E is a nonnegative parameter to be specified. By integrating the
equation *&E&1*$=o(1) we get limt   t*(t)E=. Hence
|

*(t)E dt=. (1.18; E )
The main result of this paper can be stated as follows.
Theorem 1.1. Let F
(
(t) and 1 be given in (1.4) and (1.11) respectively.
Assume (1.3) and (1.17; 1 ) hold. Then all Fi (t) converge as t   to a com-
mon finite limit.
Remark. The common limit certainly depends on F
(
(0). Theorem 1.1
asserts the existence of such a limit but its exact location is, in general,
hard to specify except for some special cases like Example 1.1.
Now we explain how the cycle method works. Solving the linear
ordinary differential systems (1.4) is similar to solving linear equation
Ax(=b
(
with constant coefficient matrix A. Yet the elimination procedure
has to be properly adjusted due to the time inhomogeneity of Q(t). Based
on U( } , } ), the cycle method builds up a hierarchy among particles in S.
Since V(i)=min j{i U(i, j) is the minimum reach-out cost for particle i,
[ j # S : U(i, j)=V(i)] is the set of particles that are most easily accessed
by i. A group of particles that are closed and can access to each other by
using the minimum cost paths is called a (non-trivial) cycle. Particles in a
cycle C satisfy
Fi (t)rFj (t) for i, j # C and t large. (1.19)
Thus the whole cycle C can be ‘‘merged’’ as if it were a single particle.
A new cost function is constructed by (1.6). Such a procedure can be
repeated over and over. Eventually there remains, due to the irreducibility
assumption (1.3), only one non-trivial cycle, say C with depth m, as in
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Examples 1.1 and 1.2. Inside C particles with V(i)=k will be eliminated
successively for k=0, 1, 2, ..., m&1 with
Fi (t)r:
j
:ij Fj (t) and :ij0, :
j
:ij=1, (1.20)
where both the summations are over particles with V( j)k+1. Finally
only particles in the root R(C )=[i # C : V(i)=m] are left. We are then
sort of in the situation of Example 1.1. Hence (1.5) holds for particles in
R(C ). By using (1.20) we can extend (1.5) successively to particles in
[i # C : V(i)m&1], [i # C : V(i)m&2], ... . At the end we get the con-
clusion that (1.5) holds for all all particles in C and then in S by (1.19).
The idea of the cycle method is simple. Yet, the technical difficulty is
enormous. The hierarchy built on S is multi-shelled. The error estimates in
(1.19)(1.20) for particles in a cycle C have to be improved each time
when C, regarded as a single particle, is involved in the merging of a bigger
cycle. Such improvement does not come free. It is done only when every
other particle in the bigger cycle has been properly estimated.
Readers familiar with probability theory will notice that Q(t) in (1.4) is
the transition rate matrix of a time-inhomogeneous Markov processes
[X(t)]t0. In fact, it is known as simulated annealing [8], which aims
at finding the global minimum of a certain ‘‘potential’’ function u over
S=[1, 2, ..., b]. Note that many combinatorial optimization problems can
be formulated as such. A complete search is not feasible usually, because
|S| can be extremely large in real applications. For instance, |S|=m ! in
the travelling salesman problem with m cities. Let U(i, j)=(u( j)&u(i))+
for j # N(i) in (1.2). Assume the neighborhood structure is reversible, i.e.,
pij>0 iff pji>0. Then S

defined in (1.11) is the global minimum set
[i # S : u(i)=minj # S u( j)] and 1 is the ‘‘escape energy’’ allowing any i  S
to reach S

and any two different i, j # S

to reach each other. Under some
conditions like (1.17) it has been shown by many different methods [47]
that independent of the initial distribution,
lim
t  
Probability[X(t) # S

]=1. (1.21)
That is the global minimum is surely reached if one runs the annealing
algorithm long enough. See the recent books by Azencott [1] and by Van
Laarhoven and Aarts [10] for applications and references in this topic.
One approach [2] to show (1.21) uses the cycle method to analyze the
Kolmogorov forward equations associated with [X(t)]:
G
(
$(t)=QT (t) } G
(
(t), (1.22)
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where G
(
(t)=(Gi (t); i # S)T and Gi (t)=Probability[X(t)=i]. Note that
the following a priori estimate is absent for (1.4) but automatic for (1.22):
0Gi (t) and :
i # S
Gi (t)=1. (1.23)
The idea to show (1.21) in [2] is based on the concept of balance of
mass flow, which is well known in the theory of time-homogeneous
Markov processes. Though such a physical interpretation is missing here,
the cycle concept turns out to be a right tool to analyze (1.4). However, it
is more difficult. We need to modify all previous techniques.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 some preliminary results
are introduced. In Section 3 we first show particles in a so called elemen-
tary cycle are equivalent and can thus be merged as expressed in (1.19) and
(1.20). Similar results for general cycles are stated in Lemma 4.1, from
which Theorem 1.1 follows immediately. Lemma 4.1 is proved in Section 5.
In Section 6 we mention some questions for further study, besides
demonstrating the cycle structures for two typical cost functions.
2. SOME PRELIMINARY RESULTS
In order to analyze the differential Eq. (1.1) first we have to know the
relative importance among the contributions qij (t) Fj (t) from particle j{i.
The cycle hierarchy built on S is exactly for such a purpose. Contributions
from far-away cycles will first be ignored as an error. (They will be put
back into consideration at due time.) The necessary error estimate is
provided by the following a priori estimate on F
(
(t). As mentioned above,
its contrast (1.23) for the differential system (1.22) is trivial.
Lemma 2.1. Let F
(
(t) be given as in (1.4). Then F
(
(t) is bounded. More
precisely, min j # S Fj (t) is nondecreasing and max j # S Fj (t) is nonincreasing.
Proof. The system (1.4) is quasi-monotone in the sense of Max Mu ller;
see [12]. Also (1.4) has the solution (1, 1, ..., 1). Hence every solution lies
(with componentwise ordering) between
:(1, 1, ..., 1) and ;(1, 1, ..., 1)
where :=min Fi (0) and ;=max Fi (0). Applying this with the role of the
initial value F
(
(0) taken by F
(
(t0) and with t>t0 , we get the lemma. Q.E.D.
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Lemma 2.1 provides the following error estimate
qij (t) Fj (t)=O(*(t)U(i, j)). (2.2)
By using (2.2) and techniques in matrix theory, the differential system (1.4)
is repeatedly reduced to differential equations of the following type
f $(t)=&:*(t)E } f (t)+O(*(t)F). (2.3)
The following lemma plays an important role in our approach.
Lemma 2.2 [2]. Let f (t) be a complex-valued function and : a complex
number with Re :>0. Suppose (1.17; E) and (2.3) hold with nonnegative
parameters E and F. Then f (t)=O(*(t)F&E) as t  .
Proof. This is given in [2] and in the references cited there, but for the
reader’s convenience the proof is outlined in condensed notation here. By
the usual method of solution
f (t)=
ta gO(*
F) ds+c
g(t)
, g(t)=exp {: |
t
a
*E ds= ,
where t>a and c is constant. Eq. (1.18; E) gives limt   t&n | g(t)|= for
every value of n, hence the term c plays no role and can be dropped. Since
| g(t)|$=*E(Re :) | g(t)|, L’Hospital’s rule gives
lim
t  
ta | g| *
F ds
| g| *F&E
= lim
t  
1
(F&E) *$*&E&1+Re :
=
1
Re :
.
The last equation is due to (1.17; E). The lemma follows. Q.E.D.
As particles in S are merged into ‘‘particles’’ in Sn, we always encounter
matrices of a special type called transition rate matrices.
Definition 2.1. An m_m matrix M=(mij) is called a transition rate
matrix if (i) mi=1 mij0 for each j and (ii) mij0 for all i{ j.
The next lemma is based on the PerronFrobenius Theorem. The proof
is omitted.
Lemma 2.3 [2]. Let M=(mij) be a transition rate matrix of order m. If
M&1=(bij) exists, then:
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(i) All the eigenvalues of M have negative real parts.
(ii) bii(mini mii)&1 and biibij0 for all i, j.
(iii) bij<0 if and only if i is reachable from j, that is, there exist i0=
i, i1 , ..., ik= j such that min, in+1>0 for each 0n<k.
On the other hand, if M is noninvertible but irreducible, then:
(iv) 0 is a simple eigenvalue and all other eigenvalues of M have
negative real parts.
(v) mi=1 mij=0 for each 1 jm.
(vi) For any proper subset B of [1, 2, ..., m], the principal minor
MB=(mij ; i, j # B) is an invertible transition rate matrix.
3. CYCLES OF RANK 1
Suppose Cq+1 # S q+1 is a nontrivial cycle. Many cycles in the chain
representation (1.8) for i # Os(Cq+1) could be trivial. Let us keep only
those nontrivial cycles as follows:
i # Cm1+1 # Cm2+1 # } } } # C mL+1=CN+1, (3.1)
where some Cm&+1 is Cq+1. Certainly &=&(i) and L=L(i). We say Cq+1
is of rank l if l is the maximum of &(i) over Os(Cq+1). Cycles of rank 1
are the elementary units in the cycle hierarchy built on S and should be
dealt with first.
Let C be a nontrivial m th-order cycle of rank 1. In this section we will
show how particles in C are first aligned as in (1.19) and then merged. The
first step is done in Lemma 3.1 by ignoring particles out of C. In the
merging step, treated in Lemmas 3.23.4, such particles are put back into
consideration at due time. The closer in relation to C, the sooner it is
considered.
By definition C contains no other nontrivial cycle and its depth dm(C ) is
m. For 0km, introduce
C(k)=[i # C : V(i)=k] and C(tk)=[i # C : V(i){k]. (3.2)
Similarly we have C(k)=[i # C : V(i)k], C(>k)=[i # C : V(i)>k]
and so on. Note that V(i)=mini{ j # S U(i, j). Hence C=mk=0 C(k) and
R(C )=C(m).
For any different i, j # C, there is a minimum cost path from i to j by the
cycle definition. That is, there exist i0=i, i1 , i2 , ..., il= j in C such that
U(ik , ik+1)=V(ik) for all k. Since C will be merged as a single particle in
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(Sm+1, Um+1), we have Um+1(C )=m+r for some r1. By definition
(1.6), this is equivalent to
U(i, j)k+r for i # C(k) and j # B=[i # S : i  C], (3.3)
with equality holding for certain i # C and j # B.
The right-hand side of Eq. (1.1) for i # C(k) can be divided into three
groups: j # C(k), j # C(tk) and j # B. Arranging terms in each group in
ascending order of *(t), we get from (3.3) that for 0km,
F
(
$C(k)(t)= :
i0
*(t)k+i Ak, i F
(
C(k)(t)
+ :
i0
*(t)k+i [&Dk, i F
(
C(k)(t)+Ok, i F
(
C(tk)(t)]
+ :
i0
*(t)k+r+i [&D (1)k, i F
(
C(k)(t)+O (1)k, i F
(
B(t)], (3.4)
Here F
(
A(t)=(Fi (t); i # A)T in general; matrices Ak, i satisfy
(Ak, i)u, v0 for u{v and Ak, i 1
(
=0
(
, (3.5)
where 1
(
and 0
(
represent, respectively, the all 1 and all 0 column vector of
a suitable size. Similarly, all D’s are nonnegative diagonal matrices and all
O’s are nonnegative matrices with
(Dk, i&Ok, i) 1
(
=(D (1)k, i&O
(1)
k, i) 1
(
=0
(
. (3.6)
Equations (3.5)(3.6) are the basic relations that we always want to keep
in the elimination procedures, though the coefficent matrices A, D and O
are changed from places to places. Note that C(k) for some k<m might be
an empty set. For simplicity we assume C(k){, for all k. It follows then
from the cycle definition that Dk, 0{0 for k<m. In view of Definition 2.1
and Lemma 2.3(v), we have for each k<m
Ak, 0&Dk, 0 is an invertible transition rate matrix. (3.7)
The third summation in (3.4) plays no role till C is merged. Ignoring it
as an error term, Lemma 2.1 implies that
F
(
$C(k)(t)= :
i0
*(t)k+i [(Ak, i&Dk, i) F
(
C(k)(t)+Ok, i F
(
C(tk)(t)]+O(*(t)k+r).
(3.8)
The following lemma shows (1.19) holds in C with some error.
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Lemma 3.1. Let cycle C be given as above. Assume (1.17; 1(C )) hold.
Then for 0km and i, j # C,
F
(
$C(k)(t)=O(*(t)k+r) and Fi (t)&Fj (t)=O(*(t)r). (3.9)
Remark. Note that by definition (1.7) we have 1(C )=m if |C(m)|2.
Otherwise, 1(C )=max[k<m : C(k){,] and equals m&1 as we have
assumed above that C(k){, for any 0k<m. It will be clear from the
proof that such an assumption is harmless. The proof is completely based
on (3.8). The number r appears there in the error term O(*(t)k+r). Its
precise meaning as Vm+1(C )&dm(C ) is not used here. In case C=S we
have B=, and the third summation in (3.4) disappears. The number r in
(3.8) and thus in (3.9) can be any positive integer. Theorem 1.1 follows
from Lemmas 3.1 and 2.1 in such a case.
Proof. First we note that Lemma 2.1 implies
Fi=O(*0) and thus Fi&Fj=O(*0) for i, j # S. (3.10)
We will prove (3.9) by induction on r. Using (3.8) and (3.10), we easily
have F
(
$C(k)=O(*k) for 0km. This, together with (3.10), verifies (3.9)
for r=0.
Suppose the lemma holds for any integer less than r. We will show
it holds for r as well. The error term O(*(t)k+r) in (3.8) is certainly
O(*(t)k+r&1). By induction hypothesis,
F
(
$C(k)=O(*k+r&1) for 0km, (3.11)
and
Fi&Fj=O(*r&1) for i, j # C. (3.12)
Using (3.12) and the basic relations (3.5)(3.6) we can simplify (3.8) as
follows: for 0km,
F
(
$C(k)=*k[(Ak, 0&Dk.0) F
(
C(k)+Ok, 0 F
(
C(tk)]+O(*k+r). (3.13)
That is all non-leading terms are absorbed, as they should, into the error
term O(*k+r). Remember Ak, 0 , Dk, 0 and Ok, 0 satisfy the basic relations
(3.5)(3.6).
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We will show the following equations successively for k=0, 1, 2, ..., m&1:
F
(
$C(k)=O(*k+r), (3.14; k)
F
(
C(k) can be expressed in terms of F
(
C(>k) within O(*r), (3.15; k)
and for u>k,
F
(
$C(u)=*u[(Au&Du) F
(
C(u)+OuF
(
C(>k)"C(u)]+O(*u+r), (3.16; k)
where A, D and O’s are new coefficient matrices satisfying the basic
relations (3.5)(3.6).
Since C(&1)=[i # C : V(i)=&1]=, and C(>&1)=C, (3.14; -1)
(3.16; -1) hold automatically in view of (3.13). This initiates the procedure
for induction on k.
Suppose (3.14; k)(3.16; k) hold for k=s&1<m&2. By (3.16; s-1),
F
(
$C(u)=*u[(Au&Du) F
(
C(u)+Ou F
(
C(>s&1)"C(u)]+O(*u+r) for us,
(3.17)
where A, D and O’s satisfy the basic relations (3.5)(3.6). We claim that
F
(
$C(s)=O(*s+r). (3.18)
Let + be an eigenvalue of (As&Ds) and v
( be its corresponding unit left
eigenvector. Note that Re +<0 by (3.7) and Lemma 2.3(i). Multiplying v(
from the left to the differential equation for F
(
C(s) given in (3.17), we get
(v( } F
(
C(s))$=+ } *s[v
( } F
(
C(s)+h]+O(*s+r), (3.19)
where h=+&1v( } OsF
(
C(>s) . Let g=v
( } F
(
C(s)+h. Since h$=O(*s+r) by
(3.11), we get from (3.19) that
g$=+*s } g+O(*s+r). (3.20)
By Lemma 2.2, g=O(*r). Hence g$=O(*s+r) by (3.20) and thus
(v( } F
(
C(s))$= g$&h$=O(*s+r). (3.21)
In case + has, say, l generalized eigenvectors, we can find unit vectors v(j
such that
v(j } (As&Ds)=+v
(
j+v
(
j&1 for 1 jl.
Here v(0=0
(
by convention. Then (3.19) holds with v(=v(j and
h=+&1[v(j&1 } F
(
C(s)+v
(
j } OsF
(
C(>s)]. We have already shown above that
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(3.21) holds for v(=v(1 . When v
(=v(2 we still have h$=O(*s+r) by using the
estimate (3.21) just obtained for v(=v(1 . The same method can be used to
get (3.21) for v(=v(2 . Repeating in this way we can get (3.21) for all v
(
j .
As + varies, the (generalized) eigenvectors span C |C(s)|. We obtain (3.18).
That is (3.14; s) holds. Now solving (3.17) for F
(
C(s) we get (3.15; s) as
F
(
C(s)=(&As+Ds)&1 } Os } F
(
C(>s)+O(*r). (3.15; s)$
Furthermore, Lemma 2.3(ii) and the basic relations imply
(&As+Ds)&1 is nonnegative and (&As+Ds)&1 } Os } 1
(
=1
(
. (3.22)
We see thus (3.15; s)$ is (1.20) plus an error estimate. It remains to
show (3.16; s). This is done by using (3.15; s)$ to eliminate F
(
C(s) from
(3.17). Write Os } F
(
C(>s) in (3.15; s)$ as Os1 } F
(
C(u)+Os2 } F
(
C(>s)"C(u) and
Ou } F
(
C(>s&1)"C(u) in (3.17) as Ou1 } F
(
C(s)+Ou2 } F
(
C(>s)"C(u) . Then (3.17)
for u>s becomes
F
(
$C(u)=*u[(Au&Du)+Ou1(&As+Ds)&1 Os1] F
(
C(u)
+[Ou2+Ou1(&As+Ds)&1 Os2] F
(
C(>s)"C(u)+O(*u+r)
=*u[(A u&D u) F
(
C(u)+O u F
(
C(>s)"C(u)]+O(*u+r). (3.23)
Here the new coefficient matrices A u , D u and O u satisfy the basic relations
(3.5)(3.6). This is verified by using (3.22) and the basic relations for
the original A, D and O’s. Thus we get (3.16; s). We remark that Lemma
2.3(iii) implies the (i, j)th element of the matrix A u in (3.23) is positive iff
there is a minimum cost path i0=i, i1 , ..., il= j from i to j such that all
intermediate particles i1 , i2 , ..., il&1 are in  su=0 C(u). Similar interpreta-
tions can be given to the elements of matrices D u and O u .
Since C(>m)=,, (3.16; m-1) shows
F
(
$C(m)=*mAm F
(
C(m)+O(*m+r). (3.24)
Note that matrix Am satisfies not only the basic relation (3.5), but is also
irreducible as C is a cycle. See the remark in the last paragraph. By Lemma
2.3 (iv), 0 is a simple eigenvalue of Am . Let
v(1 be the positive unit left eigenvector associated with 0. (3.25)
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The existence of such v(1 is guaranteed by the PerronFrobenius Theorem.
Note that 1
(
is a corresponding right eigenvector. Let v(i , 2i|C(m)|, be
the remaining (generalized) left eigenvectors of Am . It is well known that
(v(i ; i2) is the orthogonal complement of (1
(
) in C |C(m)|. (3.26)
The same argument used in (3.18) shows
v(i } F
(
$C(m)=O(*m+r) and v
(
i } F
(
C(m)=O(*r) for i2. (3.27)
Since v(1 } F
(
$C(m)=O(*m+r) holds trivially by multiplying v
(
1 to (3.24), we
get F
(
$C(m)=O(*m+r) from (3.27). This together with (3.14), implies the first
equation in (3.9). Note that we need the assumption (1.17; m) in the
derivation of (3.27) only when |C(m)|2. In case |C(m)|=1 we have
1(C )<m. Since (3.27) is void, the assumption (1.17; 1(C )) is sufficient for
the arguments above.
The second equation in (3.9) first holds for i, j # C(m) by (3.26)
and (3.27). By using (3.15)$ and (3.22) it is extended successively to
C(>m&2), C(>m&3), ..., and finally to C(>&1)=C. The induction on
r is completed. Q.E.D.
Lemma 2.1 implies all Fi (t), i # C, are about the same. It makes sense
now to merge C as a single particle. The cycle C will be reprensented by
FC(t)=v
(
1 } F
(
C(m) , (3.28)
where v(1 is the positive unit vector defined in (3.25). By using (3.9) to
absorb all non-leading terms into the error term, we can simplify (3.4) as:
for 0km
F
(
$C(k)=*k[(Ak, 0&Dk, 0) F
(
C(k)+Ok, 0 F
(
C(tk)]
+*k+r[&D (1)k, 0 F
(
C(k)+O (1)k, 0 F
(
B]+O(*k+r+1), (3.29)
where B=S"C and r=Vm+1(C )&m1. The latter is equivalent to r1
and
some matrix O (1)k, 0 is not zero. (3.30)
The differential equation governing FC(t) will be derived from (3.29) as
follows.
Lemma 3.2 (Merging). Let C be the same as in Lemma 3.1. In addition
to (1.17; m) assume that
F
(
$B(t)=O(*(t)m). (3.31)
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Then there are constant :>0 and nonnegative row vector O with O } 1
(
=:
such that
F $C(t)=*(t)m+r (&: } FC(t)+O } F
(
B(t))+O(*(t)m+r+1). (3.32)
Moreover, for i # C and 0km
FC(t)&Fi (t)=O(*(t)r) and F
(
$C(k)(t)=O(*(t)r+1+min(k, m&1)). (3.33)
Remark. Oj>0 iff there is a path i0 , i1 , ..., il , j # B such that all ik # C,
U(ik , ik+1)=V(ik) and U(il , j)=V(il)+r.
Proof. The first inequality in (3.33) is obvious from (3.28) and (3.9). It
suffices to show the second one and (3.32). The proof takes the same proce-
dure as in Lemma 3.1, but is more complicated as contributions from par-
ticles out of C can no longer be ignored.
We will show the following successively for k=0, 1, ..., m&1:
F
(
$C(k)=O(*k+r+1), (3.34; k)
F
(
C(k) can be expressed in terms of F
(
C(>k) and F
(
B within O(*r+1), (3.35; k)
F
(
$C(u)=*u[(Au&Du) F
(
C(u)+Ou F
(
C(>k)"C(u)]
+*u+r[&D (1)u F
(
C(u)+O (1)u F
(
B]+O(*u+r+1) for u>k, (3.36; k)
where coefficent matrices A, D and O’s are the same as in (3.16; k); D(1)
and O(1)’s satisfy the basic relations (3.5)(3.6).
Since the proof is parallel line by line to that of (3.14)(3.16), many
details will be skipped. Using the mathematical induction we have to check
(3.34; s)(3.36; s) given that (3.34; s-1)(3.36; s-1) hold. By (3.36; s-1),
F
(
$C(u)=*u[(Au&Du) F
(
C(u)+Ou F
(
C(>s&1)"C(u)]
+*u+r[&D (1)u F
(
C(u)+O (1)u F
(
B]+O(*u+r+1) for us. (3.37)
The proof of (3.34; s) is the same as in (3.18) except that h in (3.19) is
replaced by
h=+&1[v( } Os F
(
C(>s)+*rv
( } [&D (1)s F
(
C(s)+O (1)s F
(
B]].
By using (3.9), (1.17; m), (3.10) and (3.31), it is easy to check
h$=O(*s+r+1) and then (v( } F
(
C(s))$ in (3.21) is O(*s+r+1) too. Note that
s<m and r1 are used here. What else is the same as in Lemma 3.1.
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The validality of (3.34; s) allows us to solve F
(
C(s) from (3.37). Equation
(3.15; s)$ now reads as
F
(
C(s)=(&As+Ds+*rD (1)s )
&1 [OsF
(
C(>s)+*rO (1)s F
(
B]+O(*r+1). (3.38)
Some extra work is needed to make clear the equation above. Since
lim *(t)=0, the following series expansion is valid for t large:
(&As+Ds+*rD (1)s )
&1
=[[I+*rD (1)s (&As+Ds)
&1] } (&As+Ds)]&1
=(&As+Ds)&1 } { :

i=0
(&1) i *ri[D (1)s (&As+Ds)
&1] i=
=(&As+Ds)&1 [I&*rD (1)s (&As+Ds)
&1]+O(*2r). (3.39)
Using r1 we have
F
(
C(s)=[(&As+Ds)&1&*r(&As+Ds)&1 D (1)s (&As+Ds)
&1] } Os F
(
C(>s)
+*r(&As+Ds)&1 O (1)s F
(
B+O(*r+1). (3.35; s)$
The remark after (3.23) implies that [(&As+Ds)&1] i, j>0 iff j # C(s) can
be reached from i # C(s) by using a minimum cost path in C(s). Since
D(1)s is a diagonal matrix, it is easy to check that
[(&As+Ds)&1 D (1)s (&As+Ds)
&1]i, j>0 only if [(&As+Ds)&1] i, j>0.
Hence the matrix inside the brackets of (3.35; s)$ is nonnegative for * small.
Clearly (3.35; s)$ improves (3.15; s)$.
The derivation of (3.36; s) from (3.35; s)$ needs a little trick. A straight
forward computation as in (3.23) shows that for u>s
F
(
$C(u)=*u[(A u&D u) F
(
C(u)+O u F
(
C(>s)"C(u)]
+*u+r[&MF
(
C(>s)&D (1)u F
(
C(u)+O (1)u F
(
B]+O(*u+r+1) (3.40)
where A u , D u , O u are the same as in (3.23); M=Ou1(&As+Ds)&1
D(1)s (&As+Ds)
&1Os and
O (1)u =O
(1)
u +Ou1(&As+Ds)
&1 O (1)s (3.41)
are nonnegative matrices. By Lemma 3.1,
M } F
(
C(>s)=diag(M1
(
) } F
(
C(u)+O(*r),
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where diag(M1
(
) is a diagonal matrix whose (i, i)th element is (M1
(
) i . The
first two terms in the brackets of (3.40) can be combined to yield (3.36; s)
as follows:
F
(
$C(u)=*u[(A u&D u) F
(
C(u)+O u F
(
C(>s)"C(u)]
+*u+r[&D (1)u F
(
C(u)+O (1)u F
(
B]+O(*u+r+1),
where D (1)u =diag(M1
(
)+D (1)u . That D
(1)
u and O
(1)
u satisfy the basic relations
follows from (3.22), and the facts that D (1)s } 1
(
=O (1)s } 1
(
, diag(M1
(
) } 1
(
=M1
(
.
We remark that by (3.41) and Lemma 2.3(iii), (O (1)u ) ij>0 iff j # B can be
reached from i # C(u) either directly or through a minimum cost path in
C(s) to some k # C(s) and then from k to j with U(k, j)=V(k)+r.
This completes the proof of (3.34)(3.36). In particular, the second equa-
tion in (3.33) follows from (3.34) and Lemma 3.1.
As before, (3.36; m-1) shows
F
(
$C(m)=*mAm F
(
C(m)+*m+r[&D (1)m F
(
C(m)+O (1)m F
(
B]+O(*m+r+1), (3.42)
where Am is the same as in (3.24) and D (1)m , O
(1)
m satisfy the basic relations
(3.5)(3.6). Since the (generalized) left eigenvectors [v(i] of Am forms a
basis,
v(1 } D (1)m =:v
(
1+ :
j2
;j v
(
j . (3.43)
Let O=v(1 } O (1)m . Because v
(
1 is a positive unit vector, O is a nonnegative
vector. Multiplying v(1 to (3.42) and using (3.27), we get (3.32). The basic
relation is checked by using (3.26) and (3.43) as follows:
O } 1
(
=v(1 } (O (1)m } 1
(
)=v(1 } (D (1)m } 1
(
)=(v(1 } D (1)m ) } 1
(
=:v(1 } 1
(
=:.
The remark after Lemma 3.2 follows from that before (3.42). By (3.30),
Oj>0 for certain j # B. Hence :=O } 1
(
>0. Note that this is the sole place
we make use of (3.30), or equivalently r=Vm+1(C)&dm(C ). This com-
pletes the proof. Q.E.D.
The proof of Lemma 3.2 is based on (3.29) and (3.30), where particles
outside C are collected in B. We should achieve a better result if the
relative closeness of particles in B to C is taken into consideration.
Let C2=Cm2+1 be the first nontrivial cycle next to C in the representa-
tion (3.1) for i # C. Hence dm2(C2)=m2 . Assume V
m2+1(C2)=m2+w.
Certainly w1. Since C # Ds(C2) and Vm2(C )=Vm+1(C )=m+r, we have
m+rm2 and, similar to (3.3),
U(i, j)k+r+w for i # C(k) and j  B1 , (3.44)
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where B1=Os(C2)"Os(C ) is the set of particles outside C that are most
closely related to particles in C. See (1.13) and (1.14) for the definition of
Ds and Os.
By using Lemma 3.1 and (3.44) we can simplify (3.4) as follows: for
0km
F
(
$C(k)= :
i0
*k+i[(Ak, i&Dk, i) F
(
C(k)+Ok, i F
(
C(tk)]
+ :
i0
*k+r+i[&D (1)k, i F
(
C(k)+O (1)k, i F
(
B1
]+O(*k+r+w), (3.45)
where the coefficient matrices A, D, O, D(1) and O(1)’s satisfy the basic rela-
tions (3.5)(3.6) and (3.30) holds.
Lemma 3.2 is the special case that w=1 of the following result.
Lemma 3.3. Let C be the same as in Lemma 3.1. In addition to (1.17; m)
assume that (i) (3.45) and (3.30) hold with w1 and some set B1 of cycles,
(ii) for any i # C and b # B1 ,
Fi (t)&Fb(t)=O(*(t)w&1) and F
(
$B1(t)=O(*(t)
m+w&1). (3.46)
Then there are :>0 and nonnegative row vector O with O } 1
(
=: such that
F $C(t)=*m+r(&: } FC(t)+O } F
(
B1
(t))+O(*(t)m+r+w). (3.47)
Moreover, for i # C and 0km,
FC(t)&Fi (t)=O(*(t)r+w&1) and F
(
$C(k)(t)=O(*(t)r+w+min(k, m&1)). (3.48)
Remark. The lemma is completely based on (3.45) and (3.30). As long
as (3.46) is satisfied, it does not matter what B1 is. Let us explain what B1
will be when the lemma is applied later. It is natural to choose B1 as
Os(C2)"Os(C ) as in the derivation of (3.45). The constant : in (3.47)
equals then that in (3.32). Moreover, the first equation in (3.46) should
hold. The reason is as follows. In view of (3.48) it suffices to have
FC1(t)&FC$1(t)=O(*(t)
w&1) for C1 , C$1 # Ds(C2). (3.49)
Each nontrivial cycle, like C, in Ds(C2) can be merged as in Lemma 3.2
and treated as a single particle in C2 . Since dm2(C2)=m2 and
Vm2+1(C2)=m2+w, (3.49) follows from applying Lemma 3.1 to C2 . By
the same reason the first equation in (3.46) holds for B1=Ds(C2)"[C] as
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well. Moreover, since (3.49) implies Fi&FC1=O(*
w&1) for any i # C1 #
Ds(C2), we have
*k+r+iO (1)k, i F
(
Os(C2)"Os(C )
=*k+r+iO (1)k, i F
(
Ds(C2)"[C]
+O(*k+r+w),
where (O (1)k, i)a, C1=j # Os(C1) (O
(1)
k, i)a, j for a # C(k) and C1 # Ds(C2)"[C]. In
particular, (3.30) is valid for B1=Ds(C2)"[C]. Some modification is
needed in order to fulfill the second equation in (3.46).
From the previous argument leading to (3.49) we should have
FC1(t)&FC 1(t)=O(*(t)
w) for C1 , C 1 # Ds(C2).
In fact it is the ultimate goal of the lemma, since particles outside Os(C2)
are ignored in (3.45). It has to be done step by step. That is why we have
assumed the first equation in (3.46), which is almost the same as (3.49). It
is clear from (3.14)(3.16) that in order to achieve this tiny step we have
to eliminate all FC1(t) with C1 # Ds(C2) and V
m2(C1)<m+r, before we can
deal with FC(t). Hence when the lemma is applied, B1=[C1 # Ds(C2) :
Vm2(C1)m+r]"[C] in (3.45) and the second equation in (3.46) will hold
trivially. Moreover (3.30) is still valid as can be seen from the remark in the
paragraph before (3.42).
Proof. By using (3.46) and the basic relation D (1)k, i } 1
(
=O (1)k, i } 1
(
, we have
&D(1)k, i F
(
C(k)+O (1)k, i F
(
B1
=O(*w&1) for i0. (3.50)
The sum of the last two terms on the right-hand side of (3.45) is
O(*k+r+w&1). By using Lemma 3.1 we get the first equation in (3.48) and
F
(
$C(k)=O(*r+w&1+k) for 0km. (3.51)
Then all nonleading terms in each summation in (3.45) can be absorbed
into the error term O(*k+r+w). As a result, we have for 0km
F
(
$C(k)=*k[(Ak, 0&Dk, 0) F
(
C(k)+Ok, 0F
(
C(tk)]
+*k+r[&D (1)k, 0F
(
C(k)+O (1)k, 0F
(
B1
]+O(*k+r+w). (3.52)
The lemma is shown by induction on w, as it holds for w=1 by Lemma
3.2. The proof is exactly the same as in Lemma 3.2 with one modification
in the elimination of F
(
C(s) . We point it out here because the merging of C
in any cycle of higher rank can be dealt with similarly. In order to show
F
(
$C(s)=O(*s+r+w) for s<m, we need
d
dt
[*r(&D (1)k F
(
C(k)+O (1)k F
(
B1
)]=O(*k+r+w) for 0k<m, (3.53)
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where D (1)k } 1
(
=O (1)k } 1
(
. It is verified by using (1.17; m), (3.50), (3.51) and
(3.46). Having shown F
(
$C(s)=O(*s+r+w) we get as in (3.38)
F
(
C(s)=(&As+Ds+*rD (1)s )
&1 [OsF
(
C(>s)+*rO (1)s F
(
B1
]+O(*r+w). (3.54)
The approximation in (3.39) is not sufficient if w>r. We have to apply the
infinite series expansion in (3.39) to (3.54). After some rearrangements,
F
(
C(s)=(&As+Ds)&1 } [I&*rD (1)s (&As+Ds)
&1] } OsF
(
C(>s)
+*r(&As+Ds)&1 } O (1)s F
(
B1
+(&As+Ds)&1 :

i=2
(&1)i *r(i&1)[D (1)s (&As+Ds)
&1] i&1
} [*rD (1)s (&As+Ds)
&1 } OsF
(
C(>s)&*rO (1)s F
(
B1
]+O(*r+w)
=[(&As+Ds)&1&*r(&As+Ds)&1 D (1)s (&As+Ds)
&1] } OsF
(
C(>s)
+*r(&As+Ds)&1 } O (1)s F
(
B1
+O(*r+w), (3.55)
because the difference inside the parentheses is O(*r+w&1) by (3.46) and
the fact that D (1)s (&As+Ds)
&1 Os } 1
(
=D (1)s } 1
(
=O (1)s } 1
(
. Formula (3.55)
improves the error estimate in (3.35; s)$. What remains is routine. Q.E.D.
The following result generalizes Lemma 3.3. The proof is omitted, since
it is the same as in Lemma 3.3.
Lemma 3.4. Let C be the same as in Lemma 3.2. Assume (1.17; m) holds
and for 0km
F
(
$C(k)=*k[(&Ak+Dk) F
(
C(k)+OkF
(
C(tk)]
+ :
M
s=1
*k+
s
u=1 ru[&D (s)k F
(
C(k)+O (s)k F
(
Bs
]+O(*k+u=1
M+1 ru), (3.56)
where all Bs are sets of cycles, all rs1, the coefficient matrices
A, D, O, D(s) and O(s) satisfy the basic relations (3.5)(3.6) and (3.30) holds.
Moreover, assume for 1sM
F
(
$Bs=O(*
m&1+M+1u=s+1 ru),
Fi&Fb=O(*
M+1
u=s+1 ru&1) for i # C and b # Bs .
Then we have for 0km and i # C,
F
(
$C(k)=O(*u=1
M+1 ru+min(k, m&1)), Fi&FC=O(*u=1
M+1 ru&1)
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and cycle C can be merged with
F $C= :
M
s=1
*m+
s
u=1 ru(&:s } FC+Os } F
(
Bs
)+O(*m+u=1
M+1 ru), (3.57)
where constant :s and row vector Os satisfy the basic relations (3.5)(3.6)
and :1>0.
Remark. It goes without saying that :s>0 iff some O (s)k in (3.55) is not
zero. Positive elements of Os in (3.57) can be determined as in the remark
after Lemma 3.2.
4. CYCLES OF HIGHER RANK AND PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1
In this section we will deal with cycles of higher rank. Theorem 1.1
follows then as an immediate corollary.
Let C # Sml+1 be a nontrivial cycle with rank l. By definition l is the
maximum of j(i) over i # Os(C ), where Cmj+1=C in (3.1). Consider
i # Os(C ) with j(i)=&l. By (3.1) we have the following sequence of non-
trivial cycles for the chain representation (1.8):
i # C1 # C2 # } } } # C&&1 # C&=C =Cl # Cl+1 # } } } # CL=C N+1, (4.1)
where Ck=C mk+1 is in Smk+1 and Os(C N+1)=S. Obviously dmk(Ck)=mk .
Define
Vmk+1(Ck)=mk+rk for 1k<& and lk<L. (4.2)
Note that mk=mk(i) and rk=rk(i) for 1k<&, but mk and rk are
constant over C for lk<L. Certainly rk1 and mk+rkmk+1. Let
Rj= :
j
u=1
ru for 1 j<&,
(4.3)
;s= :
s
u=0
rl+u for 0sL&1&l.
Since C1 in (4.1) is a cycle of rank 1 we may define C1(k), C1(tk),
C1(>k) and so on as in (3.2). Similar to (3.3) we have for 1 j<&,
U(i, b)k+Rj for i # C1(k) and b # Os(Cj+1)"Os(Cj), (4.4)
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and for 0sL&1&l,
U(i, b)k+R&&1+;s for i # C1(k) and b # Bs , (4.5)
where Bs=Os(Cl+1+s)"Os(Cl+s). Let ML&1&l. By ignoring
j # S"Os(Cl+1+M), (1.1) becomes
F i$ (t)=\ :j # Os(C )+ :
M
s=0
:
j # Bs
+ qij (t)(Fj (t)&Fi (t))+O(*(t)zi), (4.6)
where zi=minj # S"Os(Cl+M+1) U(i, j). By using (4.3)(4.5) we get as in (3.4)
that for 0km1,
F
(
$C1(k)= :
i0
*k+i[(Ak, i&Dk, i) F
(
C1(k)
+Ok, i F
(
C1(tk)
]
+ :
&&1
j=1
:
i0
*k+Rj+i[&D ( j)k, i F
(
C1(k)
+O ( j)k, i F
(
Os(Cj+1)"Os(Cj)
]
+E(C1(k), C ), (4.7)
where the error term E(C1(k), C ) is given by
E(C1(k), C )= :
M
s=0
:
i0
*k+R&&1+;s+i[&D (l+s)k, i F
(
C1(k)
+O (l+s)k, i F
(
Bs
]
+O(*k+R&&1+;M+1). (4.8)
As before, we always require the coefficient matrices A, D and O’s above
satisfy the basic relations (3.5)(3.6). In particular,
E(C1(k), C )=O(*k+R&&1+rl) for 0km1 . (4.9)
We remark that (4.8) is used for the merging of C . In that case
we require M0. Otherwise, it is meaningless to merge C . Should
M=L&1&l, we have S"Os(Cl+1+M)=,. The number rL in ;M+1=
L&lu=0 rl+u is then undefined. Sincce rL could appear only in the error term
in (4.8), we may take rL arbitrarily large. In particular, rL1. It might be
useful to think there are some ghost particles outside and unreachable
from S. Eq. (4.9) results from ignoring all j  Os(C ). Should S=Os(C ) we
assume as above rl1 and can be arbitrarily large.
Equation (4.7) makes sense only when &2. In case &=1, Cml # Ds(C )
in the chain representation (1.8) is a singleton. Let Os(Cml)=[i0] and
V(i0)=k. Then (4.5) becomes
U(i0 , b)k+;s for b # Bs and 0sL&1&l. (4.10)
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Similar to (4.7)(4.9), we have from (4.6) that
F $i0= :
i0
*k+i (&:i Fi0+Oi F
(
Os(C )"[i0]
)+E(i0 , C ), (4.11)
where
E(i0 , C )= :
M
s=0
:
i0
*k+;s+i[&: (l+s)i Fi0+O
(l+s)
i F
(
Bs
]+O(*k+;M+1). (4.12)
In particular,
E(i0 , C )=O(*k+rl). (4.13)
The following lemma is sort-of a combination of Lemmas 3.1 and 3.4,
which deal with cycles of rank 1. The equivalence of FC for C # Ds(C ) is
treated in part (i). The merging of C is then considered in part (ii) under
the extra condition (4.17) below. We have to put these two parts together,
because cycles inside C with rank less than l have to be merged in part (i).
The lemma is completely based on (4.7)(4.9) and (4.11)(4.13). The sets
Bs in (4.8) and (4.12) need not be Os(Cl+1+s)"Os(Cl+s). When the lemma
is applied, we always have BsDs(Cl+1+s)"[Cl+s] in order to fulfill the
second equation in (4.17) below.
Lemma 4.1. Let C be a nontrivial ml th-order cycle of rank l. Assume
any rank 1 cycle inside C satisfies (4.7)(4.9), and any singleton cycle in
Ds(C ) satisfies (4.11)(4.13).
(i) Suppose (1.17; 1 (C )) hold, where 1 (C ) is the maximum of 1(C )
over all nontrivial cycles C with Os(C )Os(C ). Based on (4.9) and (4.13),
we have for C, C # Ds(C )
FC(t)&FC (t)=O(*(t)rl) and F $C(t)=O(*(t)V
ml(C )+rl). (4.14)
Moreover, for any i # Os(C ) with the nontrivial cycle representation (4.1),
FC(t)&FC (t)=O(*(t)u= j
&&1 ru+rl), F $C(t)=O(*(t)V
mj (C )+u= j
&&1 ru+rl), (4.15)
where C, C # Ds(Cj) and ru=V mu+1(Cu)&mu for 1 j, u<&. In particular
F $C (t)=O(*(t)ml+rl) and Fi (t)&FC (t)=O(*(t)rl). (4.16)
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(ii) (Merging) Let M0 and (1.17; ml) hold. Assume, furthermore,
that for i # Os(C ) and b # Bs with 0sM,
Fi (t)&Fb(t)=O(*(t);M+1&;s&1), and F $b(t)=O(*(t)ml+;M+1&;s&1). (4.17)
Then for C, C # Ds(C ),
FC(t)&FC (t)=O(*(t);M+1&1), F $C(t)=O(*(t);M+1+min(V
ml(C ), ml&1)) (4.18)
and C can be merged such that
Fi (t)&FC (t)=O(*(t);M+1&1) for i # Os(C ), (4.19)
F $C (t)= :
M
s=0
*(t)ml+;s(&:s } FC (t)+Os } F
(
Bs
(t))+O(*(t)ml+;M+1), (4.20)
where :s and Os satisfy the basic relation (3.6).
Remark. The nonnegative row vector Os is not zero (or equivalently
:s>0) iff the matrices O (l+s)k, 0 in (4.8) are not all zero for some rank 1 cycle
in C , or the matrix O (l+s)0 in (4.12) is not zero for some singleton cycle in
Ds(C ). It is so for s=0 when (4.7) and (4.11) are derived from (4.6) with
B0=Os(Cl+1)"Os(C ). As in the remark after Lemma 3.3, such property
still holds when the lemma is applied with B0=Cl+1(ml+;0)"[C ].
Hence we alway have :0>0 in (4.20) when the lemma is applied. It should
be so because ml+;0=Vml+1(C ) is the minimum reach-out cost for C .
Assume temporarily that Lemma 4.1 holds. Applying Lemma 4.1 to the
nontrivial cycle CN+1 we get from (4.17) that
Fi (t)&Fj (t)=O(*(t)r) for i, j # S=Os(CN+1), (4.21)
where r can be arbitrarily large. This, together with Lemma 2.1, implies
Theorem 1.1. We believe the exact rate in (4.21) is exponential. See
Remark 5 in Section 6.
5. PROOF OF LEMMA 4.1
Part (i) is based on the simple estimates (4.9) and (4.13). Eq. (4.16)
follows immediately from (4.14) and (4.15). Remember that for any non-
trivial m th-order cycle C we always have
FC(t)=: vC } FC (t) (5.1)
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where the summation is over its root R(C)=[C # Ds(C ) : Vm(C )=m] and
v(=(vC ; C # R(C )) is a positive unit vector. It should be clear that
FC(t)#FC (t) if Os(C )=Os(C ). (5.2)
In that case we regard C and C as the same.
Part (ii) deals with the merging of C . We need (4.8) and (4.12) to
describe the interactions between particles in and out Os(C ). We require
M0. Otherwise, the merging of C is meaningless. Note that (4.17) and
the basic relations (3.5)(3.6) allow us to simplify, as did in Section 3, (4.8)
to
E(C1(k), C )= :
M
s=0
*k+R&&1+;s[&D (l+s)k, 0 F
(
C1(k)
+O (l+s)k, 0 F
(
Bs
]
+O(*k+R&&1+;M+1). (5.3)
That is only leading term in each summation is kept. By the same
argument
E(C1(k), C )=O(*k+R&&1+;M+1&1). (5.4)
The lemma is shown by induction on l. When l=1, part (i) follows
from Lemma 3.1. By using (5.4) and Lemma 3.1 we have, since R0=0,
Fi&Fj=O(*;M+1&1) for i, j # C1=Cl . All the nonleading terms in (4.7) are
O(*k+;M+1). Then (4.7) becomes (3.56) in view of (5.3). Thus we get part
(ii) from Lemma 3.4.
Suppose the lemma holds for all nontrivial cycles of rank less than l. Let
C # S ml+1 be of rank l as given in the statements of the lemma.
Part (i). Let C (k)=[C ml # Ds(C ) : Vml(C ml)=k] for 0kml . Note
that ml=dml(C ). Similarly we have C (tk), C (>k) and so on. Eq. (4.14)
and (4.15) cannot be done in one step. Instead, we have to show suc-
cessively for +=0, 1, 2, ..., up to rl that
FC&FC =O(*+) and F
(
$C (k)=O(*k++) (5.5; +)
hold for C, C # Ds(C ) and 0kml . Moreover, for any i # Os(C ) with the
nontrivial cycle representation (4.1)
FC&FC =O(*u= j
&&1 rj++) and F $C=O(*V
mj(C )+u= j
&&1 ru++) (5.6; +)
hold for C, C # Ds(Cj) with 1 j<&.
We start by verifying (5.5; 0) and (5.6; 0). Then the method of induction
can be applied. Consider Cml # C (k$). Let (4.1) be the nontrivial cycle
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sequence in the chain representation (1.8) for i # Os(Cml). Since C&&1=
Cm&&1+1, Cm&&1+2, ... and Cml have the same offsprings, we will treat them
equal as shown in (5.2).
Assume &2 for the moment. Then C&&1 is indeed a nontrivial cycle of
rank <l. By using the induction hypothesis on C&&1 we get from part (i)
that for a # Os(C&&1)
Fa&FC&&1=O(*
r&&1), F $C&&1=O(*
m&&1+r&&1) (5.7)
and for C, C # Ds(Cj) with 1 j<&,
FC&FC =O(*u= j
&&1 ru) and F $C=O(*V
mj (C )+u= j
&&1 ru).
Since FC&&1=FCml by (5.2), we have almost (5.5; 0) and (5.6; 0) from above.
It remains to check them for &=1. That is when Os(Cml)=[i0] is a
singleton.
Assume Cml # C (k$). By using (4.13) we can rewrite (4.11) as
F $Cml= :
i0
*k$+i (&:k$, i FCml+Ok$, i F
(
Os(C )"[i0]
)+O(*k$+rl)
=*k$(&:k$, 0 FCml+Ok$, 0F
(
Ds(C )"[Cml])+O(*k$+1), (5.8)
where (5.7) is used in the second equality. In particular, F $Cml=O(*k$) by
Lemma 2.1. This verifies (5.5; 0) and (5.6; 0) as the other three equations
are trivial in this case.
Suppose (5.5; +-1) and (5.6; +-1) hold. In particular, we have for
i, j # Os(C ) and any cycle C with Os(C )Os(C ),
Fi&Fj =O(*+&1) and Fi&FC=O(*+&1). (5.9)
Moreover, for i # Os(C ) / Os(C ) and 0kml ,
Fi&FC=O(*+) and F
(
$C (k)=O(*k++&1). (5.10)
We claim that for 0k$ml
F
(
$C (k$)=*k$[(Ak$&Dk$) F
(
C (k$)+Ok$ F
(
C (>k$)]+O(*k$++), (5.11; k$)
F
(
$C (k$)=O(*k$++), (5.12; k$)
and F
(
C (k$) can be expressed in terms of F
(
C (>k$) within an error O(*+).
More precisely, for 0k$<ml
F
(
C (k$)=(&Ak$+Dk$)&1 } Ok$ } F
(
C (>k$)+O(*+) (5.13; k$)
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and statements in (3.22) are valid. Note that Dml and Oml in (5.11; ml) are
zero matrices.
Equation (5.11) is the key step. Once it is done, (5.12; k$) and (5.13; k$)
follow from (5.11; k$) by using (5.10) and the same arguments in Lemma 3.1.
Similarly, (5.5; +) follows from (5.11; ml) and (5.13) as did in Lemma 3.1.
As usual, (5.11; k$) will be shown successively for k$=0, 1, ..., up to ml .
Fix Cml # C (k$) as before. If &=1 in (4.1), so Os(C ml)=[i0] is a
singleton. Since +rl , we can use (5.9), (5.10) and the basic relations to
rewrite (5.8) as
F $Cml=*k$(&: } FCml+O } F
(
Ds(C )"[Cml])+O(*k$++). (5.14)
If &2, C&&1 is a nontrivial cycle of rank less than l and thus legitimate
to be merged by the induction hypothesis. First we have to rewrite the dif-
ferential equation (4.7) for C1(k) by putting together all terms outside
Os(C&&1)=Os(Cml). Call it E(C1(k), C&&1). By (4.7), (4.9), (5.9), (5.10)
and the basic relations (3.5)(3.6),
E(C1(k), C&&1)= :
i0
*k+
&&1
u=1 ru+i[&D (&&1)k, i F
(
C1(k)
+O (&&1)k, i F
(
Os(C )"Os(Cml)]
+O(*k+
&&1
u=1 ru+rl)
=*k+
&&1
u=1 ru[&D (&&1)k F
(
C1(k)
+O (&&1)k F
(
Ds(C )"[Cml]]
+O(*k+
&&1
u=1 ru++). (5.15)
We cannot yet apply the induction to merge C&&1 with M=0, ;0=r&&1 ,
;1=r&&1++ and B0=Ds(C )"[Cml]. The first equation in (4.17) is
satisfied by (5.9). The second one requires
F $C=O(*m&&1++&1) for C # B0 , (5.16)
which, in view of (5.10), is not valid for all C # Ds(C )"[Cml].
Let us start from (5.11; 0). Any Cml # C (0) is certainly a singleton as
&=1. Hence we have (5.14) with k$=0. Decompose Ds(C )"[Cml] there
into the union of C (0)"[Cml] and C (>0). In its matrix form we get
(5.11; 0). Then (5.12; 0) and (5.13; 0) follow.
For Cml # C (1) and &2, (5.13; 0) can be applied to eliminate F
(
C (0)
from (5.15). It generates a linear sum of FCml and F
(
C (>0)"[Cml] . The former
term can be merged into F
(
C1(k)
because we have from (5.10) that
Fi&FCml=O(*+) for any i # Os(C1). After some rearrangements,
E(C1(k), C&&1)=*k+
&&1
u=1 ru[&D (&&1)k F
(
C1(k)
+O (&&1)k F
(
C (>0)"[Cml]]
+O(*k+
&&1
u=1 ru++). (5.17)
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By using (5.10), (5.16) is satisfied with B0=C (>0)"[Cml]. Note that
k$=m&&1+r&&1m&&1+1 for C&&1=Cml # C (k$). Now we can merge
C&&1 and get from (4.20) that
F $Cml=*(&: } FCml+O } F
(
C (>0)"[Cml])+O(*1++). (5.18)
A similar equation can be obtained for singleton Cml # C (1) by eliminat-
ing F
(
C (0) from (5.14). Hence (5.18) holds for all Cml # C (1). As in the
previous case, we get (5.11; 1) from the matrix form of (5.18). Then
(5.12; 1) and (5.13; 1) follow and thus F
(
C (1) can be expressed in terms of
F
(
C (>1) within an error O(*+). Repeating the same arguments we can show
(5.11; k$)(5.13; k$) for k$=2, ..., up to ml . This completes the proof of
(5.5; +).
As a consequence, we have from (5.17) that
E(C1(k), C&&1)=O(*k+
&&1
u=1 ru++).
Then (5.6; +) follows from applying the induction on C&&1 , a cycle of
rank <l. This completes the proof of part (i).
Part (ii). By using (4.17), E(C1(k), C ) given in (4.8) has been sim-
plified in (5.3) and (5.4). Similarly, (4.12) becomes
E(i0 , C )= :
M
s=0
*k+;s(&:(l+s) } Fi0+O
(l+s) } F
(
Bs
)+O(*k+;M+1) (5.19)
=O(*k+;M+1&1), where k=V(i0)=Vml(Cml).
In view of (5.4) and (5.19), (4.18) and (4.19) follow immediately from
part (i) just obtained above. It remains to show (4.20).
Let Cml # C (k$) as in part (i). If &2 we can merge C&&1=Cml as in
part (i), but with all F
(
Bs
included. The same argument for (5.11) leads to
F
(
$C (k$)=*k$[(Ak$&Dk$) F
(
C (k$)+Ok$ F
(
C (>k$)]
+ :
M
s=0
*k$+;s[&D (s)k$ F
(
C (k$)+O (s)k$ F
(
Bs
]+O(*k$+;M+1)
successively for k$=0, 1, ... up to ml . In particular, when k$=ml ,
F
(
$C (ml)=*
mlAml F
(
C (ml)
+ :
M
s=0
*ml+;s[&D (s)ml F
(
C (ml)
+O (s)ml F
(
Bs
]
+O(*ml+;M+1). (5.20)
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Let v(1 be the positive unit left eigenvector corresponding to eigenvalue 0 of
Aml above. Since FC =v
(
1 } F
(
C (ml)
, (4.20) results from multiplying v(1 from
the left to (5.20). The details is omitted as it can be done as in the proof
of Lemma 3.2. Another way to get (4.20) is to apply Lemma 3.4 to C (ml)
in (5.20), where C (ml) can be regarded as a cycle of rank 1. This completes
the proof.
6. EXAMPLES AND REMARKS
1. A potential cost function with nearest neighbor interaction. Let
S=[1, 2, 3, ..., 8, 9] and u be as shown in Fig. 1. Define U(i, j)=
(u( j)&u(i))+ or  depending on whether |i& j |=1 or not.
In this example, S3 consists of 3, 7 and three nontrivial cycles:
C1=[1, 2], C2=[4, 5, 6] and C3=[8, 9] with root at 1, 5 and 9 respec-
tively. Note that S

defined in (1.11) is the global minimum set [1, 9] of u
on S and u has a local minimum at 5. The cost function U3 on S 3 is dis-
played in Fig. 2. They form a cycle C4 in S 4. Hence 1=3 by definition
(1.11). It should be clear from Fig. 1 that 3 is the escape energy.
2. Let S=[1, 2, 3, 4]. All finite U(i, j)’s are shown in Fig. 3. A bold-
face arrow there means a cost with U(i, j)=mini{k U(i, k). It is clear
that 3 and 4 will be merged into a cycle, say C2 , in S6 and 1, 2 into a
cycle, say C1 , in S 13. The structure of (S 13, U13) is shown in Fig. 4. It is
clear that C1 and C2 form a cycle C3 in S16. Since R(C3)=C1 and
R(C1)=1, we have S

=[1]. Since 1(C1)=10, 1(C2)=0 and 1(C3)=7, we
get 1=10. In this example the meanings of S

and 1 are not so transparent
as in the previous one.
Fig. 1. A potential function u.
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Fig. 2. (S 3, U 3).
3. As indicated in Example 1.2, (1.17; 1 ) or even (1.18; 1) should be
necessary for Theorem 1.1 to hold. However, it is quite tedious to verify
such a claim.
4. Theorem 1.1 holds if qij (t) in (1.1) is analytic in * and pij*(t)U(i, j)
is the leading term in its analytic expansion with respect to *(t).
5. Let x0 be the common finite limit in Theorem 1.1. By (4.21)
Fi (t)&x0=O(*(t)r) for i # S,
where r can be any positive integer. We conjecture the exact convergence
rate is exp(&t0 $ } *(s)
1 ds), where $>0 is a constant.
6. It seems interesting to consider the following generalization of
(1.4):
F
(
$(t)=Q(t) } F
(
(t)+b
(
(t).
That is the particles’ motion obeys F
(
$(t)=b
(
(t) if there is no mutual inter-
action.
Fig. 3. (S, U )
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Fig. 4. (S 13, U 13)
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